
BRIDGE SURGERY’S PATIENT GROUP 
 

Minutes of Group Meeting held on 
 

Tuesday 21st June 2022 at 6.00pm 

 

Present: 
Julie Finch (Practice Manager) David Morgan (Patient) Linda Lawson (Patient) 
Dr Alex Wong (GP)   Trish Gourdel (Patient) Carol Riches (Patient) 
Julie Bullous (Patient)   Bill Pulman (Patient)  Janice Cornell (Patient) 
Kerry Beavis (Patient) 
  
1             Welcome and Introductions 

Julie welcomed everyone to our first face to face Patient Group meeting since the start of the 
pandemic.  The last meeting had been held on 14th September 2021 via Zoom.  All attendees were 
new members apart from Carol who had expressed an interest in joining following an article in our 
practice newsletter.  We all introduced ourselves and patients said why they had volunteered and if 
they had any conflicts of interest. 
 
2 Ground Rules 

Julie pointed out the Ground Rules printed on the agenda which were taken from ‘Patient Participation 
Groups: A Best Practice Guide’ by Healthwatch Central West London.   
 
3 Aims and Objectives of the PPG (Patient Participation Group) 

Julie had circulated ‘Patient Participation Groups: A Best Practice Guide’ with the agenda as, although 
it was dated 2017, it was still relevant and gave some useful background about the purpose of a PPG 
and how they should work.  A PPG should be self-sufficient and the document suggests the group 
should have a Patient Chair to be elected after the first or second meeting and a secretary.   
 
Julie advised the surgery held its first PPG meeting on 05/05/10 with 5 patients which she was present 
at, along with Dr Waddy.   
 
The current PPG Constitution had been circulated with the agenda and Julie wondered if members 
would like to update it in time.  A Confidentiality & Conflict of Interest Agreement had also been 
shared with the agenda. Paper copies, along with a member details form were signed by each member 
present consenting for name and e-mail address to be shared between members (to be kept strictly 
confidential between members) and for their name to be recorded in the minutes which are available 
to view on the website. 
 
The meeting frequency and timing was discussed – quarterly meetings in the evening. Julie confirmed 
a GP would attend on a rota basis.  
 
4 Update from the Practice 

Julie advised that a newsletter had been issued in May outlining changes at the surgery. Dr Sellens 
was stepping back as a GP Partner and reducing her sessions at the surgery to one morning per week 
as she had a new role as Primary Care Dean for the West Midlands at Health Education England.  Dr 
Georgiou had also retired in late 2021 as well as a number of other long serving staff.  We had 
welcomed new staff to the surgery including a new Practice Nurse.  We currently had 2 full time GP 
Trainees. 



Julie described two schemes were taking part in – the Community Pharmacy Consultation Scheme 
whereby we formally refer suitable patients to the pharmacy and also First Contact Physio where 
patients can be directly booked in with a physio (telephone or face to face) for certain conditions. 

Julie advised the practice were acutely aware of the limitations of the current phone system and were 
looking at alternative providers in order to improve the patient experience when calling the practice. 

There was a discussion around when patients miss a telephone call from a GP whether there could 
be a standard number of times a GP or healthcare professional will try to call the patient.  Some 
members of the group reported that they had missed a call then rang the surgery in in a panic only 
to be advised that the doctor will try again.  If the patient had known that they would not have 
contacted the surgery adding to the pressure on the lines.  Dr Wong advised most doctors would try 
more than once but would check with his colleagues to see if a consensus on the number of times a 
patient would be tried could be reached.  

The practice was also looking at the introduction of more face to face appointments that patients 
could be directly booked into by the reception team. 

5 Mystery Shopper and Patient Survey 

Julie advised that the practice had signed up to an enhanced service whereby they had to meet 
certain requirements – one of which was a mystery shopper exercise by PPG members and also a 
patient survey to be sent out by text message.  Julie shared all the information she had and it was 
suggested a question about how many times a patient had tried to ring the surgery was included 
along with the ones we had been provided in the mystery shopper exercise.  PPG members to 
complete a short template of questions (via Microsoft Forms if possible or paper if not) the next time 
they booked a routine appointment.  Julie to work out how to compile a form as not something she 
was familiar with and circulate to the PPG members. 

The information about numbers of responses required for the patient survey were not clear – c20% 
but 20% of what – list size or patients booking appointments?  Julie to seek clarification.  Further 
questions were suggested for the survey – what type of appointment did you have and were you 
satisfied with this type of appointment. 

6 Suggestions and Comments from PPG Patient Members 

The East Staffs District Patient Engagement Meetings were discussed and representation of a Bridge 
Surgery patient on it. Carol advised John Bridges was the person to talk to about this.  In the past 
we have had members of staff and other guests come and talk to the group e.g. Clinical Pharmacist, 
Social Prescriber and John Bridges. The group members present indicated they would be interested 
in this. 

7 Election of Chair and Secretary 

Julie indicated that it was important that the group elect a Chair and Secretary.  Julie B may be 
possibly interested.  To be discussed at the next meeting. 

8 Action Plan for Next Meeting 

Mystery Shopper form, patient survey, arrange talk by one of our Clinical Pharmacists and/or John 
Bridges. The group would also like input into future newsletters which Julie welcomed. 

9 Any Other Business 

None. 

10 Date of Next Meeting 

17th August 2022 was agreed upon. This date was postponed until 21st September 2022. 


